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By R. A. Minzner and J. D. Oberholtzer
Electronics Research Center
SUMMARY
A compendium of resumes of 158 instrument systems or experi-
ments, of particular interest to space applications, is presented.
Each resume exists in a standardized format, permitting entries
for 26 administrative items and 39 scientific or engineering
items. A Table of Contents shows that resumes are organized into
forty groups determined by the forty spacecraft with which the
instruments are associated. The resumes are followed by six dif-
ferent cross indexes; each organized alphabetically according to
one of the following catagories: Instrument Name, Acronym, Name
of Principal Investigator, Name of Organization Employing the
Principal Investigator, Assigned Experiment Number, and Spacecraft
Name. The resumes are associated with a computerized Instrument
Resume Search and Retrieval System (IRSARS).
INTRODUCTION
This document presents an interim report on Project 160-44-
02-28-25, the objective of which has been to maintain an up-to-
date survey of instrument systems of particular interest in space
applications, and primarily intended for unmanned spacecraft.
The continuing objective has been realized to date by the prepara-
tion of this compendium of standardized resumes for 158 specific
systems. The systems described range from instruments (or experi-
ments) which have already flown in orbiting spacecraft, to pro-
posals for development projects. Each principal investigator,
except any associated with instruments in the GEOS and ERTS satel-
lites, and any recently appointed, has had the opportunity of
reviewing some version of all resumes in which he is named. The
set of resumes is preceded by an extensive Table of Contents; the
resumes are followed by six different indexes.
The set of resumes is divided into two major groups. The first
group, Part I, contains resumes describing instruments (or experi-
ments) which have been built and flown, or are being built and
tested for specifically planned flights. This group includes the
resumes of about 100 space applications instruments (or experiments)
associated with approximately forty spacecraft. The group includes
separate resumes for each of a number of nominally similar instru-
ments in each of several spacecraft. Such apparent duplication is
necessary because successive models of essentially the same
xvi
instrument for different spacecraft are rarely alike. (An exam-
ple of an instrument that has several models is the Satellite
Infrared Radiometer Spectrometer, SIRS, which is aboard Nimbus 3,
and scheduled to fly on Nimbus D.)
The second major group, Part II, contains those resumes for
instruments (or experiments) which have been proposed but which
have not been scheduled for flight in specific spacecraft, and
for which production funds were not or have not yet been granted.
The application instruments and experiments which were originally
proposed for the Apollo program are included in this group. In a
few instances, for proprietary reasons, the principal investigator
has not released for general publication a resume listed in the
Table of Contents and Indexes. In these cases, the indexing
information has been retained for completeness, but the resume
has been deleted so that the distribution of this document need
not be limited.
Each resume is printed as a single page, and is a photograph-
ically reduced version of an original which was printed by a
computer output device onto a special form. The form allows for
sixty-five printed entries (ref. 1), and represents a slight modi-
fication of an earlier form having sixty-eight printed entries
(ref. 2). The information for each item in a resume, in accord-
ance with its own specific format (ref. 2) had been entered into
a computer input and storage system previously. A computer pro-
gram named IRSARS (ref. 2 and 3) permits a search to be made with-
in the stored information for those instruments having character-
istics which comply with specific limits of conditions of any of
thirty-seven of the entries. The selected resumes or part thereof
may be printed by the computer output device. No provisions have
been made in IRSARS for either computer storage or computer print-
out of the diagrams called for in Item 66. Suitable diagrams have
been collected for some of these resumes, but no attempt has been
made to include any figures in this edition of the compendium.
The Table of Contents preceding the two groups of resumes,
and the six indexes which follow the resumes have some intrinsic
interest. The Table of Contents shows that resumes have been
organized into a number of sections named after the forty associ-
ated spacecraft; these section names serve as an alphabetical
index of these spacecraft. (A separate spacecraft listing is
given in Index 6.) The names of the associated instruments (or
experiments) are arranged alphabetically under each section name.
Entries for similar instruments are each found under the appro-
priate spacecraft-section name rather than being grouped together.
Thus, for example, the Satellite Infrared Radiometer Spectrometer,
SIRS, can be found listed under Nimbus 3 as well as under Nimbus
D; the Filter Wedge Spectrometer (FWS) can be found listed under
Nimbus D in the first group of resumes, as well as under Apollo
xvn
Applications in the proposal group. In addition to the instru-
ment name, each entry of any section of the Table of Contents also
includes an acronym (or an abbreviation for the instrument of
experiment name), any experiment numbers assigned by NASA Head-
quarters, and the name of the principal investigator for that
instrument (or experiment).
The six indexes following the resumes also have been pre-
pared with auxiliary material.
The first index is basically an alphabetical listing of the
instrument (or experiment) names of the entire set of resumes
(in contrast to the Table of Contents where the alphabetical list-
ing was within sections separated according to spacecraft).
Otherwise this index has the same information as that contained
in the Table of Contents.
The second index is an alphabetically-arranged list of the
names of the principal investigators. Each entry of this index
also contains the organizational affiliation of the principal
investigator, the acronym, the name of the spacecraft to which
the instrument is assigned and, finally, any Headquarters-assigned
experiment number.
The third index is an alphabetically-arranged list of the
acronyms for the instrument (or experiment) name. Each entry of
this index also contains the name of the spacecraft with which
the system is identified, any assigned experiment number, the
name of the associated principal investigator and, finally, the
name of the instrument (or experiment).
The fourth index is an alphabetically-arranged list of the
names of organizations by which each of the respective principal
investigators is employed. Each entry of this index also includes
the name of the principal investigator, the acronym, and the name
of the associated spacecraft.
The fifth index is organized alphabetically and numerically
according to a Headquarters-assigned experiment number. For exam-
ple, the designation E01 was given to the Limb Radiance Experiment
proposal for the Nimbus E satellite, and S040 was assigned to the
proposal for the Dielectric Tape Camera System for an Apollo
Applications spacecraft. Since only a few instruments have been
assigned these numbers, this is a relatively small index.
The sixth and final index is a simple alphabetical listing
of spacecraft relevant to this document. The page number indi-
cates the location of the beginning of the group of resumes des-
cribing the instrument systems associated with each of these
spacecraft.
xix
The information contained in this survey is believed to be
accurate to January 1970. The future responsibility for the
continuing work in this study will be assumed by: R. Drummond of
Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 731, Greenbelt, Md., Telephone:
301/982-6731. Corrections and suggestions for improving the
resumes should be sent to Mr. Drummond.
The authors wish to acknowledge the support of this work by
Jules Lehmann in the Office of Space Science and Applications at
NASA Headquarters, and would like to thank the staff at the IIT
Research Institute who contributed to this volume, particularly,
William Vest, Jerrold Miller, and Peter Bock.
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INDEX It INSTRUMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ATS 2
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS E'SSA 3
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ESSA 5
ADVANCED VlOlCON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ESSA 7
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ESSA 9
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS NIMBUS 1
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS NIMBUS 2
ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS TIROS M
AERONOMY EXPERIMENT
AERON E 09 NIMBUS E
AIR POLLUTION SURVEY EXPERIMENT
APSURV E 21 NIMBUS E
ALBEDO EXPERIMENT
ALBEDO E 27 NIMBUS E















ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY BY STELLAR REFRACTION *P*
(ALT NAME) SRDM 5047 APOLLO APP FISCHBACHr F F
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY BY STELLAR REFRACTION *P*
SRDM E 1.1 NIMBUS E FISCHBACH, F F
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE EXPERIMENT


































APT ESSA 8 08RIEN, J J(T.MON) 50
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
APT NIMBUS 1 MOODY* J C 75
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
APT NIMBUS 2 STAMPFL* R A 79
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
APT TIROS M OBRIEN, J J(T.OFF) 155
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
APT TIROS 8 STAMPFLf R A 146
BACKSCATTERED ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EXPERIMENT
BUV . NIMBUS D HEATH* OF 92
BACKSCATTERED ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EXPERIMENT *P*
BUV E 15 NIMBUS E HEATH* D F 191
C-BAND PASSIVE REFLECTOR
CPAR GEOS 2 STANLEY* H R 58
C-BAND TRANSPONDER
CTRAN GEOS 2 STANLEY* H R 59
CLOUD TOP ALTITUDE RADIOMETER *P*
CAR NIMBUS D WARK, D Q 184
DAY NIGHT CAMERA SYSTEM *P*
DNCS S039 APOLLO APP COONEY, T R 160
DAY NIGHT CAMERA SYSTEM
DNCS ATS H MOODY* J C 22
DIELECTRIC TAPE CAMERA SYSTEM *P*
DTCS S040 APOLLO APP ARLAUSKAS* J 161
DOPPLER BEACON
DBEAC GEOS 2 ANDERLE* R J 60
DUAL CHANNEL SCANNER IMAGER *P*
DCSI S102 APOLLO APP HOLTER. M R 162
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER *P*
ESMR S07b APOLLO APP THADDEUS* P 163
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
ESMR E 12 NIMBUS E NORDBERG* W 102
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE




ELECTROSTATIC PROBE OF THE IONOSPHERE
(ALT NAME) IEP E 30 NIMBUS E BRACE' L H
FILTER WEDGE SPECTROMETER




(ALT NAME) FPR ESSA 3
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) FPR ESSA S
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) FPK ESSA 7
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER











GLOBAL RADAR FOR OCEAN WAVES AND WINDS
GROW E 14 NIMBUS E
*P*









COLEMAN, P Jt JR
PIERSONf W J
HIGH RESOLUTION FABRY PEROT ETALON SPECTROMETER
HRES E 03 NIMBUS E HOVIS» W A, JR
*P*
*P*
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
HRIR NIMBUS 1
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
HRIR NIMBUS 2
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
HRIR NIMBUS 3
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER

























(ALT NAME) HRR TIROS M GEMUNDER* G(T.OFF) 157
HIGH RESOLUTION SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING RADIOMETER(ALT NAME) SCMR E 23 NIMBUS E HOVIS* W A 10ft
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM
IOCS ATS 3 BRANCHFLOWER* G 14
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM
IUCS NIMBUS D BRANCHFLOWER* G 94
IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM
IOCS NIMBUS 3 BRANCHFLOWER* G 85
IMAGE GRTHICON CAMERA SYSTEM *P*
(ALT NAME) IOCS S039 APOLLO APP COONEY, T R 160
IMAGE ORTHICON CAMERA SYSTEM
(ALT NAME) IOCS ATS 4 MOODY* J C 22
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER
IRIS NIMBUS 3 HANEL* R A 86
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER
IRIS NIMBUS D HANEL, R A 95
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER *P*
IRIS S049 APOLLO APP HANEL* R A 165
INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT *P*
IRIS E 02 NIMBUS E HANEL* R A 194
INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER *P*
ITPR S050 APOLLO APP SMITH* W L 166
INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
ITPR E 06 NIMBUS E SMITH* W L 103
INFRARED TEMPERATURE SOUNDING EXPERIMENT *P*
IRT S043 APOLLO APP SHAW, J H 167
INTERROGATION, RECORDING AND LOCATION SYSTEM
IRLS NIMBUS 3 COTE, C E 87
INTERROGATION, RECORDING AND LOCATION SYSTEM
IRLS NIMBUS D COTE, C E 96
INTERROGATION, RECORDING AND LOCATION SYSTEM *P*
IRLS E 25 NIMBUS E HOGAN* G D 195
IONIZING RADIATION EXPERIMENT A* T E I C *P*
IONTEC E 33A NIMBUS E HOLLY* F E 196
220
INDEX 1
IONIZING RADIATION EXPERIMENT B, L E T SPECTROMETER *P*
IONLET E 33B NIMBUS E
IONOSPHERE ELECTROSTATIC PROBE







LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION EXPERIMENT
LIRAIN E 01 NIMBUS E
LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
LRIR ESSA 3
LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
LRIR ESSA 5
LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
LRIR ESSA 7
LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
LRIR ESSA 9
LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) LRIR ITOS A
LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) LRIR ITOS B
LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER













LOW RESOLUTION, NGNSCANNIIMG RADIOMETER
LRNR 'TIROS 2 HANEL, R A
LOW RESOLUTION, NONSCANNING RADIOMETER
LRNR TIROS 3 HANEL> R A
LOW RESOLUTION, NONSCANNING RADIOMETER
LRNR TIROS 4 HANELf R A
LOW RESOLUTION, OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER
LROR EXPLORER 7 SUOMI, V E
LOW RESOLUTION, OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER
LHOR TIROS 3 SUOMI, V E
LOW RESOLUTION, OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER























LOW RESOLUTION, OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER
LROR TIROS 7 SUOMI» V E
MEASUREMENT OF UHF EMISSIONS FROM CUMULUS CLOUDS
(ALT NAME) UHFSD 5048 APOLLO APR ROSSBY, S A
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
MRIR NIMBUS 2
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
MRIR NIMBUS 3
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) MRR TIROS 2
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) MRR TIROS 3
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) MRR TIROS 4
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) MRR TIROS 7
MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
(ALT NAME) MRR NIMBUS 2
MEDIUM RESOLUTION RADIOMETER









METEOR FLASH ANALYZER EXPERIMENT
MEFAN E 32 NIMBUS E
METRIC CAMERA (SPECIAL) EXPERIMENT















MICROWAVE RADIOMETER* PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA
(ALT NAME) ESMR E 12 NIMBUS E NORDBERGr W
MICROWAVE REFRACTION/OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT























MS E 07 NIMBUS E STAELlN, D H
MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDING EXPERIMENT
MTS S104 APOLLO APP STAELlN, D H
MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER
MTRAN ATS 1 DARCEY, R J
MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER
MTRAN ATS 2 DARCEY, R J
MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER
MTRAN ATS 3 DARCEY, R J
MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER
MTRAN ATS 4 DARCEY, R J
MICROWAVE TRANSPONDER
MTRAN ATS 5 DARCEY, R J
MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT
MWPE 5041 APOLLO APP NICHOLS, G R
MOLECULAR OXYGEN MICROWAVE EMISSION RADIOMETER
MOMER S076 APOLLO APP LENOIR, W D
MONITOR OF ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR ENERGY
MUSE NIMBUS 3 HEATH* D F
MONITOR OF ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR ENERGY
MUSE NIMBUS D HEATH» D
MULTIBAND SYNOPTIC PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT
MBSP S042 APOLLO APP SLATER, P N
MULTICHANNEL RADIOMETER




















MULTICOLOR SPIN SCAN CLOUD CAMERA
(ALT NAME) MSSCC ATS 3 SUOMIr V E 17
MULTISPECTRAL TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT
WTP 5065 APOLLO 9 LOWMAN, P D, JR. 2
MULTISPECTRAL TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT *P*
MTP S101 APOLLO APP SLATER, P N 174
MULTISPECTRAL TV CAMERA EXPERIMENT *P*
(ALT NAME) RbV E 22 NIMBUS E PARK, A B 204
NEAR INFRARED MULTIDETECTOR GRATING SPECTROMETER *P*




OSTMR E 13 NIMBUS E EWlNG» G C
OMEGA POSITION AND LOCATION EQUIPMENT
OPLE ATS 3 LAUGHLlNf C R
OPTICAL BEACON
OBEAC GE05 2 J H
OZONE CONCENTRATION VERTICAL PROFILE EXPERIMENT
OCVP E 17 NIMBUS E BLAMONTr J E
POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION SPECTROMETER
PICS E 31 NIMBUS E TAYLORr H A
HAUAR ALTIMETEK/SCATTEROMETER
RADAS S105 APOLLO APP MOOREf R K
RADAR IMAGER
RADIM SlOh APOLLO APP MOORE* R K
RETURN BEAM VIDICON CAMERA
RHV ERTS
RETURN BEAM VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
RBV E 22 NIMBUS E
SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER
SIRS A NIMBUS 3
SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER





SATELLITE RANGE AND RANGE-RATE EXPERIMENT








TIROS M GEMUNDER* G(T.OFF)
*P*SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER





SCR E 05 NIMBUS E




























SHORT WAVELENGTH SPECTROMETER *P*
SWS S103 APOLLO APP LOWE, D S 178
SIMPLIFIED DATA COLLECTION EXPERIMENT *p*
SDC E 26 NIMBUS E CURRY» R C 205
SIMPLIFIED TELEVISION CAMERA *p*
SIMTV E 24 NIMBUS E NICHOLSr G B 206
SOLAR CONSTANT EXPERIMENT *P*
SOLCOIM E 19 NIMBUS E MCKEOWNr D 207
SOLAR X-RAY EMISSION EXPERIMENT *P*
SOLXEM E Ofi NIMBUS E WALKER, A R Cf JR 20fl
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
SPM TIROS M BOSTROMr C 158
SOLAR SCIENCE ELECTRON FLUX EXPERIMENT
SSEFE GEOS 2 BOSTROMr CARL 66
SPIN SCAN CAMERA SYSTEM
(ALT NAME) SSCS ATS 1 SUOMIr V E 6
SPIN SCAN CLOUD COVER CAMERAr MONOCHROMATIC
SSCC ATS 1 SUOMI, V E 6
SPIN SCAN CLOUD COVER CAMERAr MULTICOLOR
SSCC ATS 3 SUOMIf V E 17
STELLAR REFRACTION DENSITY MEASUREMENT *P*
SRDM S047 APOLLO APP FISCHBACH* F F 179
STELLAR REFRACTION FOR ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY *P*
(ALT NAME) SRDM E 11 NIMBUS E FISCHBACH* F F 189
SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING RADIOMETER
SCMR E 23 NIMBUS E HOVlS» W A 108
TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
TH'lR NIMBUS D MCCULLOCH* A W 100
THREE CHANNEL RADIOMETER *P*
(ALT NAME) MCR S057 APOLLO APP REA» D G 173
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY LINK EXPERIMENT *P*
TDR E 2R NIMBUS E PICKARD, K H 209
TWO CHANNEL SCANNER IMAGEH *P*
(ALT NAME) DCSI S102 APOLLO APP HOLIER* M R 162
UHF SFLR1CS DETECTION EXPERIMENT *P*





VTRAN ATS 1 CORRIGAN, J P 7
VHP TRANSPONDER :
VTRAN ATS 3 CORRlGAN* J P 18
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEMr MEDIUM ANGLE LENS
VCSM TIROS 4 RADOSr R (MGR) 129
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, MEDIUM ANGLE LENS
VCSM TIROS 5 RADOS, R (MGR) 132
VIQICON CAMERA SYSTEM, MEDIUM ANGLE LENS
VCSM TIROS 6 RADOS, R (MGR) 136
VIUICON CAMERA SYSTEM, NARROW ANGLE LENS
VCSN TIROS 1 STROUD, W G (MGR) 110
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, NARROW ANGLE LENS
VCSN TIROS 2 STAMPFL, R A (MGR) 116
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW ESSA 1 OORIEN, J J(T.MON) 30
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 1 STROUD, W G (MGR) 111
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 2 STAMPFL, R A (MGR) 117
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 3 RADOS, R (MGR) 123
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 4 RADOS, R (MGR) 130
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 5 RADOS, R (MGR) 133
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 6 RADOS, R (MGR) 137
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 7 RAOOS, R (MGR)
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 8 RADOS, R (MGR)
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS
VCSW TIROS 9 RADOS, R (MGR)
VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM, WIDE ANGLE LENS




VISIBLE KADIATION POLARIZATION EXPERIMENT *P*
VRP S046 APOLLO APP SEKERA, 2 181
VISIBLE RADIATION POLARIZATION EXPERIMENT *P*
VRP E 20 NIMBUS E SEKERA, Z 210
WATER-VAPOR RESONANCE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER *P*
WVRiMR S077 APOLLO APP STAELlNf D H 162
WEATHER FACSIMILE EXPERIMENT
WEFAX ATS 1 WISHNA, S 8
WEATHER FACSIMILE EXPERIMENT
WEFAX ATS 3 HOLMESi D 19
WIDE-BAND REAL-TIME DATA TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT *P*
OATRAN E 29 NIMBUS E KIESLlNGf J 211
WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT A, AVcS *P*
AVCS 18A NIMBUS E WOOORlCKf N W 212
WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT B, CAR *P*
CAR E IBB NIMBUS E WOODRlCKr N W 213
227
INDEX 2, ACRONYMS OR ABBREVIATIONS OF INSTRUMENT NAMFS
AERON NIMBUS E E 09
AERONOMY EXPERIMENT
ALBEDO NIMBUS E E 27
ALBEDO EXPERIMENT
APSURV NIMBUS E E 21

















ATOZ NIMBUS E E 16
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE EXPERIMENT
AVCS ATS 2
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ESSA 3
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ESSA 5
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ESSA 7
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVCS ESSA 9
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
*P* INDICATES A PROPOSAL
LAWSONf J *p*
BROWNr I (MGR) *P*



































AVCS NIMBUS 1 BEBRlSr J
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 74
AVCS NIMBUS 2 ARLAUSKAS, J
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 78
AVCS NIMBUS E ISA WOODRICKr N W *P*
WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT A, AVCS 212
AVCS TIROS M OBRIEN» J J(T.OFF)
ADVANCED VlDICON CAMERA SYSTEM 154
BUV NIMBUS D HEATH* D F
BACKSCATTERED ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EXPERIMENT 92
BUV NIMBUS E E 15 HEATH* D F *P*
BACKSCATTERED ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EXPERIMENT 191
CAR NIMBUS D WARK, D Q *P*
CLOUD TOP ALTITUDE RADIOMETER 184
CAR NIMBUS E E 188 WOODRICKr N W *P*
WIND VELOCITY EXPERIMENT Br CAR 213
CPAR GEOS 2 STANLEY, H R
C-BAND PASSIVE REFLECTOR 58
CTRAN GEOS 2 STANLEY, H R
C-BAND TRANSPONDER 59
DATRAN NIMBUS E E 29 KIESLINGr J *P*
WIDE-BAND REAL-TIME DATA TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT 211
DBEAC GEOS 2 ANDERLE, R J
DOPPLER BEACON 60
DCSI APOLLO APP S102 HOLTERr M R *P*
DUAL CHANNEL SCANNER IMAGER 162
DNCS APOLLO APP S039 COONEY, T R *P*
DAY NIGHT CAMERA SYSTEM 160
DNCS ATS 4 MOODY* J C
DAY NIGHT CAMERA SYSTEM 22
DTCS APOLLO APP S040 ARLAUSKAS, J *P*
DIELECTRIC TAPE CAMERA SYSTEM 161
ESMR APOLLO APP S075 THADOEUSr P *P*
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER 163
ESMR NIMBUS E E 12 NORDRERG* W




ETP TIROS 7 SPENCER, N
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE 140
FMAG ATS 1 COLEMAN, P J* JR
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 4
FPR ITOS A PARENT* R J
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER 68
FPR ITOS 8 PARENT* R J
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER 70
FPR ITOS C PARENT* R J
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER 72
FPR TIROS M PARENT* R J
FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER 156
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